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SESSION DESCRIPTION

The quality of life in European cities is largely affected by air and noise pollution and other
pressures arising from climate change, which are linked to negative health impacts, notably
the rise of cardio-vascular and respiratory diseases. The EEA estimates that 400,000 premature
deaths per year are attributable to air pollution in Europe. International, national and local
commitments are forcing European cities to prioritise planning for climate and pollution
mitigation, but swift strategies are needed to meet the complexity of socio-environmental
challenges. The transport sector is often heralded as a key source of pollutant emissions.
COM(2018) 283 proposes mobility futures based on electric, connected and shareable
vehicles. In particular, electric vehicles are a central measure in the EU’s low-carbon transport
strategy, championed as a way to simultaneously reduce air pollution in cities, cut
greenhouse gas emissions, increase security, safety and boost the industrial sector. Zooming
out from the technical debate, this session takes a broader view of the narratives
underpinning the proposed mobility exploring the imaginaries of sustainable transport futures
and the governance of such systems. Cities need to rethink mobility in order to provide safe,
affordable, accessible, reliable and sustainable transport to all citizens. Multimodal and
integrated approaches seem to have disappeared from the techno-futures; we would like
instead to put back on the table urban mobilities that envisage public transport as a
backbone of urban transportation.
In this session, we wish to target civil society organisations and cities' municipalities, policy
makers and other stakeholders, as well as regional authorities. The world café format
facilitates the discussions we would like to have. The session is divided into two parts. The first
part features two ‘primers’: short presentations in relation to the implementation of
international and European climate and air quality goals through sustainable urban mobility
projects and the concerns emerged in the Horizon 2020 project MAGIC regarding the largescale implementation of electric vehicles in Europe. The second part consists in small group
conversations on issues raised by the primers. Participants will be encouraged to formulate
'snapshots' of city mobility in 2030, taking stock of the discussions held. This will be done through
a brainstorming of possible visions, guided by co-design methodologies. The desired outcome
is in the form of insights about desirability and plausibility of mobility options and their regional
dependencies.
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